Curious Science Writers Educator Fellowship

July 1 - July 31
$4000 Stipend
Remote opportunity
Flexible days/hours
Apply Today!

Are you a teacher looking for a summer opportunity? Do you want to increase science literacy?

You Might Be the Next Curious Science Writers Fellow

Curious Science Writers (CSW) is the only nationwide, high school level, extracurricular science writing program that trains curious and creative students to bring complex science to the general public through the power of story and art.

The four-week fellowship features:

- Creating lesson plans, activities and materials
- Facilitating a week-long virtual boot camp
- Follow up with students to ensure their success

Ideal candidates are certified high school teachers who want to contribute to the mission of Curious Science Writers

For questions please contact Paula Clifford at paula@amprogress.org

fascinating stories for all audiences, conceived and written by students.